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Art Lovers Australia acknowledges the Australian Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander peoples of this nation as the traditional
custodians of the lands on which our company is located and
where we conduct our business.
We pay our respects to ancestors and elders, past and present.
Art Lovers Australia is committed to honouring Australian
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples’ unique cultural and
spiritual relationships to the land, waters and seas and their rich
contribution to society.

www.artloversaustralia.com.au
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ART LOVERS AUSTRALIA

A Bridge between Artists and their Dreams
Tired of seeing the very best talents of emerging artists go unrecognised,
Art Lovers Australia is dedicated to discovering and promoting these
hidden gems. With a passionate team, years of experience and a dedicted
personal touch, we bridge the gap between the artist and collector.

Joy of Discovery
With around 15,000 curated pieces of art to browse through from
over 500 Australian artists, Art Lovers Australia is the place to find
quality artworks for an original and unique piece of art for your walls.
Our online gallery supports many incredible emerging and mid-career
artists, with new artists joining us regularly. There is always something
fresh to discover. It’s been exciting to work with even more designers
and you may have seen us on The Block and Selling Houses Australia.

Supporting Australians in Need
Watching the devastating effects of the fires and drought, we felt
compelled to support. We know it will take time to rebuild and heal,
so we have committed to releasing special limited edition charity
prints each month this year, with all proceeds going to assist.

Leading Innovation – We make Buying Art Simple

Taking the experience of buying art to the next level, we are Australia’s
first gallery to offer an integrated AR (augmented reality) experience,
where you can ‘view’ the artwork hanging on your wall in real time, from
every angle. This will revolutionise the online art industry.

Discover all this and more at www.artloversaustralia.com.au

For lovers of art

Click on artist’s name for direct link
to artist’s full gallery
on Art Lovers Australia
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Candace Slager
This Is Not A Drill
56 x 73 cm
Graphite and pencil on paper

I am a Gold Coast based drawing artist
with a love for diverse, intricate subjects
that catch your eye. I choose my subjects
like I choose my food, ‘l’ll have a little of
everything!’ I have been drawing since my
parents discovered my creations etched
under the coffee table and I haven’t
stopped since.
Primarily working with colour pencil and
graphite, I focus on expressing realism and
am well known for capturing maximum
detail. While some pieces have a clear
story, my art allows the viewer to derive
their own meaning and connection.
Being unencumbered by a theme allows
me to create something truly unique to
the moment.
The hidden face of this firefighter, possibly
putting on or taking off his gloves, echoes
the brave, often nameless heroes of those
who fight for us all.

WINNER
ART LOVERS AUSTRALIA
ART PRIZE 2020
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Petra Meikle de Vlas
Coastal Flow
102 x 150 cm
Mixed media on wood

Petra’s paintings are poured into place,
and sculpted with the use of air pressure,
gravity, water, fire and of course paint to
create reef and ccean scenes.
This work represents the effects of
reactions between mixed mediums. The
power of the chemistry between pigments
carried by different mediums, attracting
or repelling each other.
Located in far north Queensland, enjoying
the Great Barrier Reef as a major source
of inspiration and reference, Petra is an
artist who lives and breathes her craft,
breaking the rules, taking risks, constantly
pushing new techniques and exploring
ideas.
From realistic to abstract, Petra creates
large paintings and also has a diverse
collection of ocean art prints.

PEOPLES CHOICE
ART LOVERS AUSTRALIA
ART PRIZE 2020
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Greta Laundy
Seaview
107 x 107 cm
Acrylic on canvas
Greta’s beautiful and colourful canvas
paintings and works on paper express
her joy for the natural world. Greta
uses her extensive visual memories of
farmland, flowing mountain ranges and
the soothing beach and waterways she
has visited and lived in to create dynamic,
yet balanced works.
Free flowing line is initially used to
develop the composition, while an
intuitive and expressive use of colour
is gradually built up over multiple paint
layers. Recurring motifs of hills, birds
and plant life dominant Greta’s richly
textured paintings. The finished paintings
are a testament to the creative process.
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Amanda Cameron
Solace
91 x 91 cm
Oil on canvas
Amanda Cameron, Gold Coast based
artist, started her career as a graphic
designer which developed into a love of
painting.
Self-taught, her career highlights to
date include, finalist and award winning
recipient in a number of prestigious art
awards.
Amanda has developed a fascination for
the interaction and relationship between
the natural world and people. This offers
the viewer an emotional escape, with
her work focusing on the quest for
finding quietness and refuge. This allows
a few moments of introspection when
submerged in the quiet warmth of water.
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David Spencer
A Day with You
135 x 171 cm
Mixed media on canvas

I am bound to no one style. I’m never
prepared and I enjoy letting instinct
take over. There’s nothing I’m bound to
other than experimenting, so I can keep
pushing and trying new things. I need to
push and dissect my art until one day I
draw but one line and think it’s beautiful.
Art is one of the few spaces left in
this world that is without boundaries
or boxes to concede to. Art is about
enjoyment, connection and challenging
and interpreting meaning – and most of
all, art should be accessible to everyone.
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Fleur Stevenson
The Brooklyn
101 x 101 cm
Acrylic & spray paint on birch board

Fleur, originally from New Zealand is a
professional full time artist, now based in
her Sydney home studio.
Working predominantly with mixed media,
acrylic and spray paint on board, Fleur’s
paintings explore the negative spaces
between permanent and temporary
objects found in nature and invite the
viewer to discover and navigate through
these seemingly empty spaces.
The Brooklyn was created from studies and
memories gathered during visits to the
small town of Brooklyn on the Hawkesbury
River NSW. The composition was built up
with layered ‘views’ of different vantage
points, creating a new mapping of the
area.
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Brendan Walsh
Street Icon 190 - Marilyn Mouse
70 x 100 cm
Mixed media on recycled paper

Working under the name ColdGhost,
Brendan has been making art from
recycled materials for 2 decades.
Collecting street posters off walls and
power poles in Sydney and Melbourne,
then recycling them into art for the home.
Brendan’s urban pop artworks are directly
inspired by graffiti in city laneways and on
advertising billboards.
Traditional pop art icons are mixed
with themes of identity, consumerism,
religious iconography and playfully
repackaged as Art.
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Shana Danon
Kinfolk
59 x 84 cm
Limited Edition Print

Shana Danon, artist and designer, creates
vibrant paintings, prints and patterns from
her Bondi studio, Emilio Frank Design.
Inspired by a passion for mid century
modernism, Shana’s work celebrates
form, function and colour with a touch of
whimsy, intending to evoke joyful memory
and happy spaces.
Growing up in a family of artists
encouraged Shana to work with a
variety of media. Lunar and tree-scapes,
geometric shapes and organic lines
feature throughout her work, referencing
the past with nostalgic sensibility and a
contemporary twist.
Emilio
Frank
Design
creates
conversational pieces for those who love
to live colourfully.
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Tania Chanter
Picnic Bay
90 x 120 cm
Acrylic and inks on canvas
I have always had a love of the ocean,
says artist Tania Chanter. ‘The depth and
richness of the colours, the complexity
of the sky, the churning foam of the
ocean on stormy days and the sunlight
playing through tall grasses as they bend
and wave’.
Whether directing her focus on a choppy
moonlit seascape, a sparse darkened
promontory, or a meandering river plain,
her gestural brushstrokes reflect an
intuitive process that is ruled by emotion.
Tania’s abstract works capture the rich
colours found throughout the Australian
landscape and draw on the power and
drama of storms, sunlight and the ocean.
Using brushes, knitting needles and her
favourite tools, her hands, the artist adds
layer upon layer to each canvas until she
is satisfied. What results are alluring,
sensory pieces that are full of energy.
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Brooke Walker
The Dreamer - Harness Reality
80 x 100 cm
Oil on aluminium panel

Brooke Walker’s artworks give a voice to
the voiceless.
Her passion for wildlife conservation and
desire to understand the intricate nuances
of the human/non-human animal
relationship inspires her arts practice.
This internationally award winning artist
takes inspiration from historical research
and symbolism, current environmental
issues and her interest in animal social
sciences. Her artworks are intertwined
with deep empathy and emotion that is
hard to conceive in the written word.
It is Brooke’s goal to create beautiful,
thought provoking imagery to encourage
empathy and discussion in order to
entice change in the human attitudes
towards non-human animals.
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Rebecca Stein
Moody Dahlia
Fine Art Photography

‘Using my photography and inspired by
nature, I create botanical art highlighting
the beauty of flowers.
Photography became my main interest
in my early teens, first with film and then
moving to digital. I use my photography as
my creative outlet, capturing ideas that I
can often ponder over for months.
My Flower Series was born after an
intensive photography conference and
the vision to create art using my camera.
I shoot all of my florals using natural light.
Creating this series has allowed me to
learn a new patience watching the lifespan
of a flower.
My aim for my Flower Series is to continue
to grow a wide array of floral art which can
offer a connection to the viewer.’
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Rachel Favelle
Lace
61 x 76 cm
Oil on linen

Gold Coast based, Rachel Favelle, pop
surreal artist and illustrator, grew up
in the country surrounded by rugged
mountains ranges, dusty roads and
watering holes. Favelle spent most of her
childhood exploring and making meaning
in her environment.
‘Many previous bodies of work focussed
on fairytales and mythology, however
it is always the narratives and wonder
of my childhood that keep calling me
back to the small country town near the
Warrumbungle National Park. Sitting
around campfires, riding down dirt roads
and climbing trees to pick mulberries in
my back yard opened my eyes to the
beauty in nature; an invitation to create
my own imaginary worlds in those solitary
places.’
Rachel’s contemplative figures show a
strong connection to their surroundings
and the creatures inhabiting that
environment. Her naïve style suggests
the imaginative dreaming of childhood.
Delicate fabrics – lace, juxtaposed
against Australian flora, have become
a metaphor for the fragility of the
Australian environment in her work.
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Kristýna Dostálová
Arise
122 x 122 cm
Acrylic on canvas

Kristýna Dostálová is a Melbournebased artist originally from the Czech
Republic. Kristýna moved to Australia
in 2013 and has been inspired to create
by the surrounding landscapes, flora
and fauna. Her recent piece Lost At
Sea was featured on The Block 2019.
Kristýna’s abstract works often present
the interplay between humans and
nature; rather than painting only the
physicality of the scene, she tries to focus
on the underlying emotions that can arise.
In Arise, this is the powerful impact of a
new day which can bring both beautiful
sunrises and dark clouds. This artwork
was inspired by Kristyna’s travels to
the Blue Mountains and the stunning
almost magical palette on show in
one of Australia’s natural wonders.
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Dianne Smith
Light Sparkles
121 x 92 cm
Oil on canvas

Dianne is a painter with a fine arts
background. She draws inspiration from
tiny moments of beauty and fragility in
nature that can often go unnoticed. She
is especially fascinated by the flux of sunlit
patterns on water and foliage in streams
and creeks. Painting with oils, Dianne
works abstractly to reinterpret nature’s
patterns, rhythms and colours.
Dianne enjoys the challenge of working
overseas with other international artists
and she has undertaken artist residencies
in Beijing, Paris and Berlin. Her work
is held in public and private collections
throughout Australia and overseas in
London, France, Berlin and Hong Kong.
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Liliana Gigovic
Mornington Peninsula Seascape
51 x 76 cm
Oil on canvas

‘I come from a very creative family so
it was only natural for me to take an
interest in art. My art is not placed within
the boundaries of a single style or genre.
I am inspired by nature, whether it be
seascape or flowers, to create something
that is a little bit different with a modern
outlook. I am an explorer by nature
and I let my curious personality lead
me to new journeys in art. I believe my
paintings possess a zest for life and I hope
my art gives others a glimpse of joy and
happiness that they provide me’.
Mornington Peninsula depicts one of
many lovely sunny days spent at Portsea
Back Beach.
Liliana’s artworks are held in private
collections throughout Australia as well
as Europe, Canada and USA.
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Chris Cox
Coffee Mania
180 x 120 cm
Acrylic on canvas

Chris Cox is an abstract and contemporary
artist based in the Southern Tablelands
of NSW just north of Canberra. His
passion for creativity flourished early
and grew from an admirable hobby
to a full-time career as an artist.
Although his works exhibit complexity
and precision through delicate line work
and strategic brush strokes, much of his
value lies in the arms of simplicity. Chris’
core focus is to ‘capture moments,’
most commonly the simpler, everyday
moments that are often overlooked.
Chris’ ongoing interest with interior design
has encouraged the diverse and suitable
nature of his works, both enhancing the
finer spaces with delicate sized paintings
to larger areas with bold canvas works
designed to reflect his core motives.
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Arja Välimäki
Strawberry Dottyback II
92 x 66 cm
Synthetic polymer on canvas

Arja’s underwater series depicts
abstracted underwater scenes where
schools of fish swim and swirl in
harmony. The impressionist application
of a single colour per brushstroke, each
representing a fish, works to create
a varied depth of field and an almost
three-dimensional
appearance.
In
vibrant blues and greens with pops of red,
yellow or magenta, her paintings appear
alive with movement, texture and colour.
Finnish
born
Australian
based
impressionist artist. Arja completed
her BFA and MFA at the University
of NSW. She has been a finalist in the
prestigious Wynne Prize at the Art
Gallery of NSW, Sculpture by the
Sea and Fisher’s Ghost Art Award.
Arja Välimäki’s works are held in public
and private collections worldwide.
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Maria Harding
Summer
61 x 85 cm
Oil and acrylic on canvas

Maria Harding is a visual artist based
in the Blue Mountains. She paints
animals and humans in a contemporary
style,
combining
realism
with
abstraction and a splash of colour.
If Maria were to come back to this
world as an animal it would be a bird.
She loves birds in all their varieties and
finds them inspiring for her work. ‘To
me they symbolize freedom with their
magical ability to fly and for both human
beings and animals alike, I believe we
should all have the right to freedom’.
Maria works with all types of paint,
often swapping between watercolours,
acrylics, inks or oils depending on her
mood, her current obsession is oil
paints. ‘I am constantly pushing my
creative practice to try out new ideas,
with each painting taking me on a path
of discovery that leads onto the next.’
Her work is included in numerous private
collections across the world including
Australia, US, UK, Spain and France.
Maria’s latest series are a celebration
of colour, movement and birds,
exploring a central theme of freedom.
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Anthony Ponzo
Flow, Useless Loop
Fine Art Photography

Anthony Ponzo is a fine art photographer
based in Sydney. With over 13 years
experience working in landscape and
travel photography, he is now focusing
on abstract aerial photographs.
Traveling through Australia and New
Zealands remote areas and using privately
chartered fixed wing aircraft, Anthony
aims to blur the line between art and
landscape photography asking the viewer
to rethink their view of each image.
Flow was taken over a working salt mine in
mid-north Western Australia. The pastel
palette of colours creates a ‘paint brush’
style look through the lakes and ponds.
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Libby Dyer
Relaxed State of Mind
65 x 91 cm
Alcohol ink on yupo paper
Libby Dyer is an intuitive abstract artist
residing on the Gold Coast. Her art
channels many of her emotions and
memories and moves from internal and
personal to the external world of nature
and the different parts and elements of it.
‘I am inspired by the sounds of nature,
the ever changing and majestic views
of oceans, landscapes and skies and
my evolving connections with them.’
Her work gravitates toward bold, striking
colour segments and fluid compositions.
‘My painting process allows my creativity
to unfold naturally and I accept that
whatever authentically emerges from me
is meant to be.’
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Shell Bankier
Halo
Fine Art Photography

Shell Bankier is inspired by the sea and
sky, the spaces in-between and beyond,
as representative of formlessness into
form, the perpetuity of the endless
cycles of which we, and all, are intrinsic
parts of the One Song.
In doing photography for over 15 years
and with a collection of beautiful imagery,
Shell’s unique photographic work brings
moments of rhythm and substance onto
our walls and into our hearts.
Imbued with deep inky colours, silvery
whites and forms of flow, her limited
edition images express the pivotal
balance, the universal points of Harmony
and Stillness… the depth and spaciousness
that we recognise as our own.
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Rodney Black
Boo Radley’s Window 2
61 x 91 cm
Acrylic on canvas

‘I made a promise when I was 15, if I made
it to 50, I would paint again. It took me 40
years to rediscover that painting was my
first creative outlet.
I was born in Papua and lived on a remote
rubber plantation before moving to
Sydney in 1971 at the age of seven. I was
finding it hard adjusting to the city, so
my mother encouraged me to take up oil
painting in 1972.
Today I use my photography to inspire
my artwork and I hope my love of
composition, subject and light come
through in my artworks.
Boo Radley’s Window 2 continues with
the themes inspired by my first painting.
It’s this open window at the side of this
cottage that invokes memories of the
movie “To Kill A Mockingbird”, from the
novel by Harper Lee.’
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Sigrid Patterson
Western Australian Queen
90 x 120 cm
Acrylic on canvas

Inspired by the beauty of nature, Sigrid’s
work is strongly influenced by Australian
native flora and the need for our lands,
gardens and habitats to embrace the
natural environment and the ancient
wisdom in caring for it.
Sigrid works with oils and acrylics, often
incorporating texture and reflection. She
often brings these into her works through
the translucent smoothness of glass,
woody elements of Australian nuts and
barks and delicate stamens and petals.
Western Australian Queen is a big, bold
depiction of the Mottlecah flower. The
boldness of this painting symbolises the
larger than life personality of this bloom –
an iconic Western Australian wild flower.
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Kathleen Rhee
Bright White Sky
243 x 183 cm
Acrylic on canvas

Kathleen is a full-time contemporary
artist. Her abstract expressionism reflects
her love of light, form, colour and texture.
Deeply influenced by the world around
her, nature is a constant inspiration. Her
large scale abstract works are dramatic,
vibrant but soft, subtle and quiet.
Kathleen strives for a feeling of joy,
happiness and calm in her work believing
this is what her paintings are meant to
bring into peoples lives and their homes.
Bright White Sky, is a double panel artwork,
the right hand side is pictured opposite.
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Kathryn Fenton
The Seduction of Leda
80 x 105 cm
Oil acrylic & charcoal on canvas
Kathryn’s work traverses multi mediums and
genres of figurative, landscape and still life
where she often represents a combination
of these subjects on the one canvas, giving
her paintings a surrealist edge.
Her work is highly expressive, allegorical and
otherworldly, where boldly applied textural
brush marks give way to blended patches
of calm, the paintings, a reflection of duel
worlds of order and chaos.
‘My background education has been both
in fine arts and filmmaking and so the
storyteller within me weaves parallels,
metaphors and symbolism from ancient
myths, classic poetry and the Baroque era
within the context of contemporary society’.
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Rosella Namok
Aboriginal Housing V
60 x 90 cm
Acrylic on canvas

Rosella Namok first appeared on the
contemporary art scene in the late
1990s as one of the more prominent
members of the Far North Queensland’s
renowned Lockhart River ‘Art Gang’.
Growing up, she experienced traditional
life – camping, fishing, gathering berries
around Lockhart River.
Her paintings continue to reflect both
traditional stories and contemporary
themes associated with cultural, social
and environmental concerns. Through
a technique developed by watching her
grandmother draw in the sand, Namok
creates her signature linear arrangements
by pulling her fingers through paint.
This painting is a contemporary response
to subdivisions of the land in the artists
Aboriginal community.
Born in 1979 at Lockhart River, in the
Eastern Cape York Peninsula.
Language: Aangkum (Ungkum)
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Natasha Zraikat
Introspection
61 x 91 cm
Oil on canvas

Natasha is a figurative artist based on
the Gold Coast. She is deeply intrigued
by the philosophical, so while her work
is realistic, it is also symbolic. Natasha
believes that we are intrinsically linked to
the landscape around us and in her latest
series she asks - Where do we end, and
where does our environment begin?
Natasha’s works reflect an empathy
toward her subjects, inviting viewers to
‘feel’ them as much as see them. Partly
realistic, partly unreal, they seem to exist
in another place - somewhere between
the conscious and the subconscious like a memory held over time.
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Chloe Wigg
Coastal Country
61 x 72 cm
Acrylic on canvas

Chloe Wigg creates intuitive abstract
paintings with fluid acrylic, resin and other
mixed media, along with the vibrant colours
of her imagination. The complexity of the
paint interactions and it movements are
enthralling. Chloe’s work is best described
as fluid lineal impressionism.
During a time of pain, injury and disability,
Chloe was medically retired from her role
as a paramedic. While she was in hospital,
she was introduced to art therapy. Those
precious classes that started as a rehab
activity, fast became Chloe’s passion, her
expression and her vocation.
Through her work, Chloe hopes to inspire
and motivate others experiencing hardship
by being an example of life after pain.
On the surface, Chloe’s art works are
abstract landscapes depicting land and
sea. Look deeper and you will see her work
is a celebration of the places, people and
experiences still to be had after devastation.
Chloe
accepts
commissions,
collaborations, invitations to exhibit and
holds exclusive workshops.
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Donina Asera
Containment II
76 x 101 cm
Acrylic on canvas

Donina is a Melbourne-based artist,
and has always been compelled to
create. With her grandfather being a
fine artist, art-making flows in her blood.
Her abstract paintings are highly shapedriven with big blocks of colour, often with
a masculine edge. They walk a fine line
between suggesting control and instability
and can leave the viewer yearning for
resolution. She also plays with surface
textures with occasional glossy shapes.
These forms unexpectedly reflect light
– adding depth, and providing a quiet
contrast against a matte background.
Donina also creates a series of engaging
gouache
“Monsters”;
imaginative
patterned creatures that have a universal
appeal no matter what your age.
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Ushi Grant
High Country Blues
Fine Art Photography
Ushi Grant is a photographer based in
North-East Victoria.
Drawn to photographing life in the
streets whether at home or during her
travels, Ushi is endlessly fascinated by
the stories contained in all of us and the
way that we can find connections with
others through these stories and through
shared human experiences.
Since relocating to the country, she has
been exploring her new surroundings and
local landscapes.
‘Blending the aesthetics of abstraction
and minimalism, this image High Country
Blues was made in the beautiful Victorian
High Country, a place I feel deeply
connected to’.
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Theo Papathomas
Tranquility
137 x 137 cm
Acrylic on canvas

Theo Papathomas is formally trained,
having completed a BA in Fine Art at
RMIT University and is a full-time artist
based in Melbourne.
Theo considers himself an experimental
artist using different mediums and various
styles, always challenging his practice.
Inspiration comes from being part of
the Australian landscape, witnessing and
experiencing the energy of its dramatic
seasonal changes.
The richness and unpredictable command
of his intuitive paintings capture memories
of the landscape’s mesmerizing rhythms.
Australia has an immense spirituality,
which Theo aims to evoke in his
constructed landscapes by images derived
from life. Symbols which are represented
in his work are completely spontaneous
and intuitive without using any drawings
as a guide.
He tries to charge his paintings full of
emotion and spirituality to transport
the viewer into a new experience with
a vibrant palette, aiming to capture the
spirit of this land, so often associated with
the great Australian outback.
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Stephanie Laine
Zest
117 x 117 cm
Acrylic on canvas

Stephanie grew up on the NSW Central
Coast and moved to the Gold Coast in
1997 to be closer to her family. Daughter
of political cartoonist Larry Pickering and
one of eleven children, she enjoyed a
colourful and interesting childhood.
With a background in graphic design she
was a partner in ‘Studio Otto Illustration’
for 12 years before devoting her time fully
to painting in 2007. Stephanie’s works
are primarily large abstracts exploring
the elements of spontaneity, simplicity,
contrast and colour theory.
Solo Exhibition venues include Gold Coast
‘Home of the Arts, Bundall and Doggett
Street Studio, Newstead Brisbane.
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Mary Conder
Self Service
152 x 92 cm
Acrylic on canvas

‘I usually start each painting by asking
myself ‘where would I like to be today and
what story do I want to tell?’
It’s how that story is then told, or depicted
that really interests me. I take a familiar
idea or concept and use it to tie together
seemingly random or unrelated objects
using humour, emotion and my own
personal experiences.
I create a visual storyboard that is original
and unique and each finished piece is
something that is familiar to most, yet at
the same time a little bit unusual.’
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Rachel Prince
Diving Under Waves
96 x 127 cm
Acrylic on canvas

Brisbane based abstract landscape artist
Rachel finds it a joyful, peaceful escape to
create something beautiful.
Inspired by the places she most frequently
visits in nature, from the precarious
granite outcrops of Girraween National
Park and the majestic coastal beauty of
Yuraygir, to the captivating views of the
sky and mountains from the verandah
of my home. ‘I love being out in nature
(even a stroll in my garden!) and to see
how paintings inspired from nature infuse
internal spaces with calm, peace and
positive energy. I always feel the natural
world rejuvenates and sustains us more
than anything else can and that is why it
is so important to surround ourselves with
beautiful representations of it.
Each abstract landscape that I paint is
created through a delicate process of
layering paint and experimenting with
composition, mark-making and the
colour palette. I always seek to express
an ephemeral sense of balance, depth
and luminosity – my art is often moody
and sensorial and imbued with ideas
of transience and renewal. Essentially,
I create emotive works with broad
interpretive scope that invite people to
reflect and enrich their everyday lives.’
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Sarah Philip
Warm Nights in Paradise
76 x 101 cm
Acrylic on canvas
Sarah is a local South Australian artist
living on the beautiful South Coast of
Adelaide.
Inspired by every day life around her
Sarah loves to work with bright, bold
colour and create a sense of freedom and
happiness in her work.
Growing up by the ocean and being
surrounded by a family of keen surfers,
her work is often centred around surf
and beach culture, exploring fashion,
nostalgia, travel and relationships. Sarah’s
style is vibrant and energetic exploring
different textures, layers and mediums
and often incorporating text, drawing and
printmaking elements in her paintings.
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Susannah Paterson
Red Birds Take Flight
90 x 90 cm
Oil on canvas

Red Birds Take Flight is a poignant
painting describing the departure of
beautiful beings from our planet. The
bowl on which the bird sits represents
the earth, perched precariously on the
edge watching others depart, wondering
if it too should follow.
The red birds are inspired by folklore
about the magical Firebird. There are
many interpretations of this mystical bird,
including a herald of a difficult quests.
Other tales describe it as a talisman of
hope and exquisitely beautiful thing,
dangerous to capture and keep as its
beauty and power reside in its freedom.
‘This painting expresses my sadness about
human greed and brings to mind the old
Cree saying that “only when the last tree
has been cut down, the last fish has been
caught and the last stream poisoned, will
we realise we cannot eat money”.
The red birds represent a warning to us
all, but they also symbolise hope. If we do
not want to see all the beautiful natural
resources disappear, then we must wake
up and begin to protect them, as our lives
depend upon it’.
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Robin Saunders
Hidden Meanings 4
47 x 64 cm
Monoprint on Japanese Kozo paper
Robin Saunders’ art practice emerged
in 1997 after she’d embarked on a
‘yes year’. Today that same free spirit
continues to inspire Robin working
spontaneously
and
experimentally
with ‘what’s there at the time’.
Predominantly printmaking and drawing,
she often uses discarded objects and
things from nature as symbols in an
ever evolving inner narrative. Her work
may include hidden words and playful
doodlings and she embraces everything
unintentional in the process.
A prize winner at CPM’s National Print
Awards at the Tweed Regional Gallery,
finalist of the Border Art Prize and
exhibiting solo, have been recent career
highlights.
Robin says her art is therapy and she’s
inspired by the words of the late FrenchAmerican artist Louise Bourgeois. When
Bourgeois was asked about the evolution
of her work, she replied, “I understand
myself better and better”.
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Jeska Valk
Natures Breath
90 x 70 cm
Oil on linen
Strongly inspired by the beauty of
nature and its inter-relationship with
the human world, Jeska Valk’s unique
hyper-realism works focus on the social
aspects of environmental issues. Often
evocative and invariably highly original,
Jeska manages to highlight the indignities
wrought upon the natural world by the
misadventures of humans.
Currently working in oils Jeska’s intricate,
exquisitely detailed paintings draw you in.
She manages to provide an intimate and at
times poignant glimpse into her subjects.
This painting entitled Nature’s Breath
symbolises the importance of human’s
connection to the natural world. The
knowledge that our survival is dependent
on nature has become finite. Through
mis-management and exploitation
of Earth’s natural resources in the
name of economic growth, the lack of
understanding about this connection and
dependence could lead to our own demise.
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Trevor Salisbury
Momentum - Take II
76 x 76 cm
Acrylic on canvas
‘The act of painting for me is a journey.
Not exactly remembering when it
started, engrossed in the present and
excited for the future.
The discovery is an enhancement
of who I am. One of my greatest
pleasures is when a collector has
partnered with me, purchased a
work and loves it as much as me.
Referencing guidelines and rules but
trying to break them, with intention. I call
these works, mystical landscapes. A
partnership of the two worlds: spiritual
and physical.
My practice is diverse by nature and
exploration is vital for the journey. The
fascination and awe of creation is never
far from my mind.’
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Kathryn Lewis
The Crimson in the Fire
35 x 50 cm
Polychrome coloured pencil on
Pastelmat board
The recent bushfires which have swept
through Flinders Chase National Park on
Kangaroo Island have not only displaced
most of the wildlife of the Island, but
have destroyed pristine natural habitat so
unique to the island.
‘This bird was seen in FCNP looking so
bewildered and lost. Not long after, on
the other side of the island we spent the
week evacuating, then having to do it all
over again. During this time, I lost myself
in drawing these tragic scenes so I could
displace my own emotion and fear of
what was happening around us.’
This is to hope our beautiful wildlife
recover all over Australia.
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Fern Siebler
Run to the stars, my love
150 x 100 cm
Alcohol inks on Yupo paper
‘I am forever inspired by the fluidity
and movement of nature and the earth
surrounding us.
This piece is special to me and speaks
of pushing inner boundaries, following
where the road takes you and always
running full speed toward what you love
and dream of.
I really love the night sky, I love the stars,
the vastness and mystery when you
peer up and wonder about the millions
of stories twinkling above. I have fond
memories of looking at all the stars
with my family growing up trying to
spot different constellations. The sky is
normally much more clear in regional
Victoria where I grew up so when I go
back home I love to see the stars again.
The painting has many soft layers of
colour and flecks of sparkling gold. When
I paint, I remember my experiences
and let them guide my intuitive painting
process. I feel extremely connected to
my artworks.’
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Sarah Sculley
Vienna
150 x 150 cm
Mixed media on canvas

Sarah Sculley, Queensland Sunshine
Coast based street artist is inspired by
the stencil-style of Bansky, with the
addition of vibrant and emotive colour.
Creating bright, energetic multi layered
work, subtly commenting on her
environment and surroundings. From
canvas to murals - Sarah is inspired by
the variety of people, her environment
and animals.
Her work exists to empower, inform,
connect and better the people who view
it, own it and walk past it everyday.
With an innate need to make the world
better, her work aims to inspire others to
do better and be better.
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Kate Owen
Secret Garden II
122 x 122 cm
Acrylic & oil stick on linen canvas
Kate’s vibrant colourful abstracts provoke
a delightful positive emotional response.
Painting intuitively from impressions of
memories and things seen around her
daily, as she paints the work takes on a
life of it’s own and dictates a certain path.
Kate paints full time from her home
studio, a creative oasis with expansive
views of undulating farming country
in northern NSW. Part of her creative
process is working quickly to capture
spontaneous gestural marks using acrylic
paints, collage, scribbling with graphite,
oil sticks and scratching back through
layers of paint, satisfying her need for
freedom and exhilaration in her work.
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Dinah Wakefield
Bodies of Light
122 x 152 cm
Acrylic on canvas

‘The Light Within has been a major theme
for me for several years. Works inspired by
and a reflection of, the light that is within
everyone and everything.
My inspiration is the landscape and how
I experience its ever-changing nature.
The ocean, sun, clouds; these elements
influence my paintings, particularly how
the light plays on these elements and
affects my perception of them.
Every painting starts as a leap of faith, a
jump into the unknown, a feeling for a
colour and a form, each step instinctively
guided by an inner seeing. The painting
then becomes a reference point for what
I am experiencing in my life and reflects
how I am connected to the consciousness
of life itself.’
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Nathan Paddison
TooKnightsMissTerry
153 x 123 cm
Mixed media on canvas

‘This is me expressing Myself as a person.
I found myself and we discovered a new
me through art.
I love working with colour and trying to
bring more life out of everything that I
work on. Art has changed me as a person
and changed the way I look at the world.
I paint the people and animals around me
and from my past, leaving pieces of them
but also me behind to hopefully give the
viewer their own story.
I work mostly in acrylics as it dries quickly
which allows me to stick to one painting
at a time and really get into it.’
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Felicia Lowe
Shining Through
120 x 120 cm
Acrylic on canvas

Besotted with light, form and colour.
Felicia has spent over 20 years
interpreting the Australian landscape,
sunlight, animals and plants through her
art, usually in acrylic or soft pastel, with
micaceous pigments to create a subtle
shimmering of the light.
‘The movement of sunlight and unique
colours of the Australian landscape
captivate me, so much so, that I am
driven to share the joy and brilliance that
daily surrounds us by creating beautiful
artworks’.
Currently developing several series
especially for Art Lovers patrons,
Journeys: depicting early morning/
late afternoon vistas through urban
environment and my backyard: animals
and plants rendered onto recycled palings.
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Laural Retz
The True Believer
80 x 80 cm
Acrylic on canvas
‘I grew up in the bush of North Warrandyte
on the outskirts of Melbourne during the
70’s and 80’s. Warrandyte has always
been an art-centric community which
was an ideal environment to nurture
my developing passion for creating art.
In my mid 20’s I undertook life drawing
studies and from that point on my love
for painting the human form began.
I’m attracted to the off-beat, anything
quirky, vibrant and unusual makes my
heart beat faster, so when I paint I try to
be all of these things. I love using bright
bold colours and in recent years detailed
sections have begun to feature heavily
in my work. I find these sections are a
way to express other topics of interest
whilst simultaneously including them
with representations of the human body.
Most of my work is slightly surreal and
often ventures into the pop art genre. I
believe art should make us smile and feel
good, but also ask us to question what
we know and look beneath the surface.’
Laural holds a Visual Arts Diploma and
has been a practicing professional artist
since 2001 with many paintings held by
Australian and international collectors.
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Leni Kae
Ascension and Awareness in Blue
108 x 132 cm
Acrylic on canvas
Sydney artist Leni Kae has exhibited both
locally and internationally, and has been a
finalist in numerous Australian art prizes.
Her Healing Landscapes series explores a
connection to place and how it reflects
the emotional landscape. Patterned
layers of connecting brushstrokes
symbolise the human need for growth
and connection as part of the healing
process. Drips of paint across an abstract
river act as a symbol of emotional release.
In this piece, the abstract forest reflects
a landscape of new possibility. The blue
tones denote an open mind, a growth in
awareness, and embracing that the sky is
the limit.
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Treena Seymour
Shining Through
120 x 120 cm
Acrylic on canvas

There is such a variety of native flowers
in different shapes and sizes throughout
Australia. Whether you want a wedding
bouquet in soft delicate colours or
something bolder like some of the
banksias, gum nuts or flowering eucalypts,
there is something for any occasion.
Although protea are not native to
Australia, I’ve included two in this floral
as most people associate it as part of our
wildflower “family”.’
One of the most stunning features of
our Australian natives is their striking
looks and beauty. Many of our plants
are strictly unique to Australia and are
improved forms with tidier foliage, better
flowers and usually a more compact form.
They are very distinctive when in bloom,
providing beautiful seasonal colour and
stunning flowers.
Another attractive benefit is they offer a
haven for our native wildlife, providing the
right habitat and food for native animals,
birds and insect populations. This attracts
nectar feeding birds, butterflies etc and
brings a great amount of delight and joy
to any garden. ‘This is my tribute to our
most gorgeous Australian wildflower
blooms. It’s a bold piece showcasing
only a few of the many varieties.’
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Elaine Green
In the Silences
76 x 61 cm
Oil on cradled board
‘I aspire to translate the emotional
experience of being immersed in the
landscape rather than the realistic
representation of it.
My interest is in the fleeting nature of
the elements, observing a moment then
attempting to capture the memory and
essence of that point in time.
The ephemerality of clouds and mist
especially intrigue me, they offer the
illusion of softening and cleansing like
memories blurred, creating atmospheric
poetry, if for only a moment.
It is my hope that in a subtle way my
interpretations of the landscape will
move the viewer to deeper contemplate
their surroundings and realise the
importance of protecting our rainforests.’
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Franko
Crushed Southern Ice
120 x 150 cm
Acrylic on canvas

Franko is a multi disciplinary artist working
with abstraction, pop art and abstract
realism, creating large works that always
come off a textured and multi layered base.
He has been a full time artist for 10 years
and paints pretty well 24 -7- 365. Franko’s
works appeared on The Block in 2019,
including a huge feature abstract in Tess
and Luke’s winning apartment. His pieces
are highly sought after and are held in
collections in some 27 countries globally.
Whilst he says every day is a blessing
doing this ‘job’, he notes that his works
are mostly mechanical in creation and
that the emotion and joy is owned by the
client. He always signs off with ‘Happy
Trails! and lives his life by this mantra.
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Kellie North
Fire Heart
Fine Art Photography

Kellie, an award-winning photographer
and visual artist has a deep desire to
connect with nature and her audience.
As a photographic artist Kellie dives into
the relationship between nature and
femininity: sometimes playful, sometimes
dark and mysterious, yet always conveyed
with a strong thread of emotion.
Through her art, she invites us to discover
something about ourselves we had
perhaps not previously known or recognise
we have lost. We are prompted to reclaim
aspects of ourselves, our dreams and or
our hopes. Kellie’s pieces give us space
to investigate our own emotional lives, to
release the difficult and rejoice the loved.
Originally studying and learning her
photography skills on film, Kellie loves
nothing more than to embrace the digital
realm, merging traditional photographic
techniques with digital art sometimes
incorporating other mixed media to
produce painterly images often described
as highly emotive, whimsical and evocative.
‘In Fire Heart I wanted to create an image
portraying the fire inside all of us and to
capture the emotion burning from within
when we truly believe in something, seek
out something or create something we are
passionate about.’
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Ani Ipradjian
Blue Stone Basalt No 2
106 x 105 cm
Acrylic & mixed media on canvas

Ani Ipradjian is an emerging artist based in
Melbourne.
Inspired by the enthralling landscapes of
nature and city themes, her work can only
be described as unique. Best known for her
asymmetrical style, Ani creates luscious
textures, shapes and colour combinations
that encapsulate Australia’s native flora,
suburbs and outback landscapes.
She describes her pieces as a true
representation of her past, present and
future. Having studied a Diploma of
Art and Design, Graphic Design and
Photography, her artwork features a
combination of acrylic painting and mixed
media. Working predominately with soft
pinks, calming blues and warming mustards,
Ani Ipradjian’s art will liven up any room.
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Liz Muir
Winter Light
91 x 111 cm
Oil on canvas

‘I live in one of the most tranquil
and beautiful bush marine locations,
Pittwater-Broken Bay and Garigal
National Park are my world. Little
wonder that I have an obsession with the
effect of light filtering through trees in
many of my contemporary images.
In Winter Light, I have used a simple
palette of greys and greens to reflect
not only the emotional element of
the image but also to capture light
and shadows using a thick and short
brushstroke technique. This technique
also reinforces the energy and essence
of the composition.
The creaminess of oil paint allows me to
smear the colours together giving the
image a subtle glow. After a long drying
time gloss varnish is applied. This process
ensures not only that the painting
is protected but also enhances the
saturation and depth of the two-colour
palette of the work.’
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Virginia Star
Uluru Tree
Fine Art Photography

Virginia Star is a Nikon and Hurley
Press Award winning photographer
and worked as a photo journalist for 15
years, including 10 years with Fairfax
newspapers and magazines. Hundreds of
her images have appeared on billboards,
newspapers and magazines throughout
the world; including the front cover of
a New York Times best selling author.
Her love for photography is created
from a passion for life, and the beautiful
uniqueness of a moment captured.
Travelling is the opportunity to capture
people and places on her journeys. To
initiate a conversation with a stranger, to
truly see landscapes and put her own vision
into a photographic image is paramount
to her work. Having this approach also
gives Virginia a wondrous balance in the
knowledge and education she gathers
from people and landscapes. These
diverse interactions are food for her soul.
The love Virginia has for Australia is
typified in Uluru Tree, a unique perspective
on sacred Uluru’s spiritualism that sits
in your heart forever. The growth of
a tree from beneath Australia’s red
heart reaching for the sky illustrates
the spirit of this land and its people.
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Patricia Ann Hillard
Double Tulips in White
76 x 76 cm
Acrylic on canvas

‘I have always loved all things in nature
especially flowers and trees, however
I have only recently discovered a
passionate and ever-increasing love of
re-creating these beautiful and amazing
subjects. My aim is to share the joy of an
enduring beauty which does not fade but
can last forever.
My natural style of painting, realism,
is the re-creation of minute details
observed bringing great pleasure and
satisfaction. However as I progress in
this wonderful world of art different
interpretations emerge, exciting and
tantalising the senses.
Love of colour and fascination with the
effects of light on a subject amaze every
day with each new idea, discovery and
creation, stirring emotion, encouraging
passion to inspire and share this pleasure
with others.
While most of my works are painted
from my own photographic library
or with permission from like-minded
photographers, I welcome commissions
of the client’s choice.’
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Tania Blanchard
Some Like It Hot
140 x 180 cm
Acrylic on canvas

Tania’s work from a distance looks like a
minimalistic, impressionistic scene. With
closer inspection you can see an immense
layering of coloured ‘impasto dots’ which
gives each painting beautiful depth.
Tania’s work has been described as
hypnotic, emotional, simply stunning
and a fabulous use of colour. Artworks
immediately strike a chord with her
collectors. The high demand for the ‘Tania
Blanchard Signature Style’ keeps her
extremely busy (and of course happy)!
‘I like to push colour variations a little
to see where it goes. I’m not a shock
artist but I do like… difference. If you
purchase artwork for your home or
office, ask yourself “Does it makes you
feel something”? If even only for a brief
moment you smile, that’s a good thing,
that’s good art.’
Tania’s work has attracted the attention of
interior stylists and her high impact visual
paintings have been featured in a number
of prestigious magazines and renovation
TV shows. Extremely motivated, Tania
is continually growing her creative
ideas, product concepts and brand as a
highly sought after international artist.
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Carmen Griffen
Fishing FLoat Tangle 2
76 x 60 cm
Acrylic on canvas

Carmen Griffen seeks to discover her
love of the ocean and always looking
for opportunities to fossick for potential
images that make their way to the canvas.
Combining big brush strokes and
splashes of colour, Carmen adds multiple
layers to create texture and vibrancy.
The joy of painting is expressed on the
canvas allowing marks and roughness
to be celebrated rather than hidden.
Often feeling adrift, due to living and
travelling between the two distant shores
of far north QLD and the south west of
WA. The two locations have enabled the
distraction of a journey which inspires
many of her artworks. Carmen enjoys
looking for small treasures and moments
in a big landscape. A shell on the beach,
rope or floats from a fishing wharf or
a simple gull are captured on canvas
giving a glimpse of her artistic voyage.
The artwork, Fishing Float Tangle 2
is a Western Australian fishing town
capture of well used floats and rope,
which explores a fascination with the
weathering of colours and shapes. The
detail of the rope enhances the vibrant
yellows and textures on the floats.
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Graham Gercken
Track Over The Dunes
61 x 61 cm
Oil on canvas

Predominantly self taught, Graham paints
with oils on canvas or hardboard.
He began his career in Blue Mountains
west of Sydney selling his paintings to
tourists from all parts of the world.
Career highlights include Artist In
Residence at Dunmoochin, Victoria
1998, the home of renowned Australian
artist Clifton Pugh and in 2003 traveled
to China where he lived for 4 years,
meeting some great Chinese artists who
shared with him the techniques of ink
wash painting.
During his 30 years of painting
professionally he has won many awards
and commissioned for many print
publications including novel and magazine
covers, calendars and diaries.
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Belinda Nadwie
So Dreamy
190 x 180 cm
Oil on canvas
Belinda Nadwie creates abstracted
landscapes that traverse emotional,
psychological and spiritual experience.
She captures a spectrum of moods and
the viewer can choose where they sit in
this vast panorama of emotion.
Nadwie paints intuitively without
preconception, each work reading like a
painterly stream of consciousness that
allows the viewer fleeting glimpses into
her inner world. ‘Colour and balance are
my passion’ says Nadwie.
Although the works are non
representational, there are moments in
which physical landscapes flicker across
the canvas, reminding us of the enduring
force of nature.
Nadwies
paintings
express
the
subjectivity of positivity, symbolising
the power of the mind in choosing a
positive outlook despite challenging
circumstances. Energetic, abstracted
applications of paint infuse the work
with an enduring optimism, as the artist
reflects ‘it’s about being at peace with
oneself, being present in the moment
and embracing light and positivity.’
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Aldona Kmieć
Unicorns Are Real
Fine Art Photography

Aldona Kmieć is an award-winning
photographic artist based in Ballarat.
Inspired by her childhood, spent on a
farm in Communist-era Poland, Aldona’s
imaginative work shows the human
psyche bursting from the natural world.
Blending technique and imagination,
her knack for capturing the character
and ambience of a place is what makes
her artworks so unique and distinctive.
These bold, visually arresting photographs
express the immensity of nature and the
beauty and resilience of her subjects.
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Trisha Lambi
It Began With A Ripple
90 x 120 cm
Oil on linen

Trisha Lambi is an award winning
figurative artist, well known for her
bold and sensuous yet haunting nudes.
Of her work, Lambi says ‘Light and its
effect on form is my inspiration and
whilst I don’t particularly aspire to convey
a conscious emotion in my work it seems
to emerge of its own will’.
Exhibiting widely in Australia and
internationally,
career
highlights
include representing Australia at the
2006 and ‘07 Guangzhou Art Fair in
China, finalist in the 2012 Art Taipei
International Competition, Zone winner
in the London Olympics 2012 Art
Show and named as one of the Best
Picks for Painting in the 2013 Dubai
International Emerging Artist Award.
Her latest achievements include
selection to exhibit in California, selection
as a semi-finalist in the 2018 Artbox
Project New York and selection as a
finalist in the 2019 and 2020 Art Lovers
Australia Art Prize. In 2018 she painted
a mural in the streets of Heraklion,
Crete as part of an Artist Residency
and completed another in France
in 2019. Three of her artworks were
featured on the 2019 series of The Block.
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Peta Tranquille
Richmond Station
35 x 35 cm
Acrylic on canvas

Peta Tranquille is an artist that is not
easily definable. Mostly self-taught, Peta
has been drawing and painting her whole
life. With over 30 years of cartographic
experience, Peta’s passion lies with
incorporating maps into her work, in both
subtle and overt ways.
Born in Perth, but raised on a farm,
exposed her to rural life. Her studies
drew her to Perth, where her career in
map-making blossomed. Historically,
cartography was reliant on precision and
skill, but has now been overshadowed by
the digital age. Those skills, in conjunction
with bold colours, combine to produce art
that captures an audience.
Peta moved to Melbourne in 2013 and
since then has exhibited in regular groups
exhibitions, three solo exhibitions and
in early 2019 founded an art group for
Melbourne and Victorian Artists (MAVA).
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Yvette Swan
The Beauty in Your Eyes
51 x 46 cm
Synthetic polymer on canvas

‘I love opening to the expansive creative
energy of the unknown and have a
painting evolve from this space. Such joy
and peace is revealed. It is our life energy
and is present in every human being,
animal, tree, flower, blade of grass, and
all of existence.
I love opening to truth and am thankful
when I have created an artwork from this
space and it is received by another.’
The Beauty in Your Eyes
The light of Silence is Here
Shining deeply from your eyes
Pure radiance, penetrating awareness,
seeing all
Silent, still, unmoving
You are Here
The play of life - universe, stars, life forms
Everything emerging and disappearing
All is allowed as all is Here
A beautiful expression of your silent
awareness
Such is the beauty in your eyes.
Words by Yvette Swan
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Emma Nancarrow
Magnolia Leaves and Gumnuts
101 x 101 cm
Acrylic on canvas

During her career, Emma has had a
number of successful solo and group
exhibitions and her work has been on
permanent display at numerous highly
regarded galleries.
Emma’s work encompasses a range of
styles and sizes. ‘I’m constantly in search
of new inspiration. I love when something
captures my imagination and I can’t wait to
get to the easel to see how this translates
and comes together on the canvas.’
Emma’s artworks are designed to enhance
any interior space and appeal to long time
collectors and first time buyers alike.
Emma creates unique art for your home,
your space, your sanctuary.
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Maria Radun
Back Study with Turquoise
Drapery
40 x 51 cm
Oil on linen panel
Maria is a Russian-born representational
artist, currently working from her home
studio on the beautiful Mornington
Peninsula in Victoria.
The subject matter of her oil paintings
is varied, it includes figures, portraits,
still-life and landscape. Her intention
is always to capture the essence and
beauty of her subject in a true, honest
and captivating way.
Maria describes her style as
contemporary realism. She has recently
begun studying the methods and painting
techniques of the old masters inspired by
the timeless beauty and craftsmanship of
the classical painting school.
Her growing artistic talent combined with
a fresh contemporary female perspective
gives Maria’s artworks unique complexity,
relevance and visual appeal.
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Angela Hawkey
Red Rock Beach 2
64 x 64 cm
Oil on canvas

‘Art has always been a part of my life
for as long as I can remember. I was
first introduced to oil painting by my
Grandfather, who was an extremely
talented landscape artist. Growing up,
art gave me confidence, made me feel
relaxed and challenged me at the same
time, I guess that’s why I kept creating
and still love it today.
I take a messy, unplanned and free
flowing approach to my art. Even when
starting with a subject or idea in mind, I
freely deviate from the plan. I love the
unexpected surprises and naturalness
that comes from a relaxed style of
painting. I cannot have too much paint
on the canvas. I love the extra dimension
thick buttery paint layered on with a
palette knife gives. For me art is all about
colour and texture.
Sneaky slightly obscured landscape
views are my favorite to paint, a glimpse
of paradise but not yet fully revealed. A
secret and beautiful place just beyond the
trees. This view is from the path leading
to the lookout. We huddled beneath the
trees waiting for the rain to pass over
but couldn’t leave just yet before taking
in that view for a few moments longer.’
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Meredith Howse
Blue Opal
91 x 121 cm
Acrylic on canvas
Award winning, contemporary Australian
artist, Meredith Howse draws inspiration
from the world around us, finding beauty
and drama in natural landscapes and
Australian Opals.
Meredith wishes the viewer would lose
themselves in the painting, like being
absorbed in a great novel; to elicit an
emotion when you view her work.
Meredith’s paintings are a cocktail of
subject, methodology, texture, colour
and
composition,
complementing
nature’s colours using oil or acrylic paint;
making beautiful scenes bright and rich
with colour.
Meredith sells successfully online and
in exhibitions. Her art work has been
sold worldwide and sits in many private
collections.
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Cheryl Harrison
Island Hopping
60 x 60 cm
Acrylic on canvas

Harrison’s love of abstraction and process
is evident in her eclectic canon of work
spanning two decades both in Australia
and the UK.
Based in Port Douglas, QLD, her current
work explores the often overlooked or
fleeting intersections of tonal layering and
linear patterns - receding mountains, a
pattern in the sand or a textured wall.
This inspiration manifests onto canvas
via intuitive mark making. Resolved over
time by the building of transparent colour
washes with layers of considered opaque
forms and line work.
Harrison holds an MAVA from the
Queensland College of Art and has
exhibited in Australia and the UK
since 2000. Her works are in private
collections - AUS, NZ, Japan, Canada,
USA and Europe.
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Troy White
Reflejo / Break on Through
106 x 86 cm
Oil on canvas

Aviation is the soul of Troy White’s work,
the exploration of light, colour, movement,
depth and distance. Drawing from his
experience as a flyer and skydiver he
strives to create tension in each painting,
drawing the viewer into experiencing the
sensation of flying through his artwork.
With a Master of Fine Art degree, Troy’s
technique and compositional mastery has
evolved over the past forty years, recent
work explores time travel, rotational
compositions and pop art.
Internationally renowned and widely
collected, his work hangs in public and
private collections around the world.
Troy’s home and studio is in South East
Queensland.
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Eve Sellars
Mallee Country
43 x 43 cm
Oil on canvas

Eve is a full time artist, living entirely
off-grid at her bushland home in rural
Victoria.
Born into a family of musicians, authors,
actors and painters, it was natural that
she develop a talent for engaging the
senses, and transforming her response to
the environment onto the canvas.
Through her art, Eve fosters her
immense – even obsessive – passion for
the Australian landscape, which is easily
recognised in her diverse range of oil
paintings. She applies luscious texture
of pigment with energy and spontaneity,
often switching from brush to palette
knife to provide additional texture and
depth to her paintings.
Eve’s artworks are described as vibrant
renditions, able to invoke memory and a
profound connection to the scene which
has been created.
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90
60
102
132
144
94
84
14
104
120
8
78
88
50
52
82
106
28
96
98

Libby
Liliana
Liz
Maria
Maria
Mary
Meredith
Natasha
Nathan
Patricia Ann
Peta
Petra
Rachel
Rachel
Rebecca
Robin
Rodney
Rosella
Sarah
Sarah
Shana
Shell
Sigrid
Stephanie
Susannah
Tania
Tania
Theo
Treena
Trevor
Trisha
Troy
Ushi
Virginia
Yvette

Dyer
Gigovic
Muir
Harding
Radun
Conder
Howse
Zraikat
Paddison
Hillard
Tranquille
Meikle de Vlas
Favelle
Prince
Stein
Saunders
Black
Namok
Philip
Sculley
Danon
Bankier
Patterson
Laine
Paterson
Blanchard
Chanter
Papathomas
Seymour
Salisbury
Lambi
White
Grant
Star
Swan

42
32
110
38
134
68
138
56
92
114
128
6
26
70
24
76
46
54
72
86
18
44
48
66
74
116
20
64
100
80
126
142
62
112
130

Our Partners

Thank you
for supporting
Australian artists

TEK
SHOP
theblockshop.com.au
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